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Introduction

Winning the biggest deals
You could make enough confetti for a summer of weddings with all the papers that show how much B2B companies could gain
from Account Based Marketing (ABM) but with 70% of the buying journey both digital and anonymous, traditional marketing
channels show limitations into how deeply they can engage large organisations.
ABM is ideal for complex selling but an evolving and non-linear buying journey that is increasingly digital means that many
organisations struggle with the ‘complex’ part without really achieving the ‘selling’; winning the biggest deals involves
communicating with large audiences in ways that only Account Based Advertising (ABA) can do at scale.
If you are ready to move from the WHY to the HOW, this could be the most important guide to read this year.
This is one journey you can not afford to miss..

B2B Challenges

Challenge 1:
Size of the buying centre
It is all about collective decision making that results in an increased need of ‘consensus
selling’. Only digital marketing can achieve this at scale.
Groups of up to 20 people make 86% of the procurement decisions at large corporations and
medium-sized enterprises. In large companies this can grow to an average of 34, with loads
more involved in the prescription and influencing of the purchase (1). The effect is that, in
complex deals, the sales teams only reach a fraction of the B2B decision makers.

(1).https://news.gallup.com/businessjournal/179309/b2b-companies-know-customer.asp

B2B Challenges

Challenge 2:
GDPR and Contact Privacy
The EU directive closes a chapter to Marketing Automation, which remains as key platform
for as last-touch conversion but no longer available as reach solution.

With email marketing and retargeting often cited as the two highest converting channels,
these GDPR challenges are going to leave a lot of marketers in a pickle as now they are:

a)

No longer being able to send an email, even a letter without your prospects clear and
unambiguous permission (opt-in)

b)

Not being allowed to automatically drop cookies on your prospect unless they have
given you clear and unambiguous permission (opt- in)

Why is this so important? The growing focus on Account Based Marketing in the B2B
community shows that many organizations understand that they need to influence large
decision making groups to be effective. Not only this, the ubiquity of social and digital
communication channels mean that programmatic display advertising is increasingly
important. Content needs to be visible in the channels and on the devices that buyers use.

B2B Challenges

Challenge 3:
Non-linear and Long Sales Cycles
Complex and long sales cycles can only succeed with always on communication channels
that can reach the audience any time at any step of the process..

.

B2B Challenges

Challenge 4:
Marketing Omni-Channel Orchestration
Activities and efforts for re-engagement and continuous education post-sale are often the
most important elements to ensure client satisfaction and maximize the lifetime value.

.
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ABM Essentials

Do not count the companies you reach;
reach the companies that count
B2B Demand Generation has changed from volume-driven KPIs (eg. number of leads ,
clicks and overall web visits) to revenue / attribution models ( number of visits from key
accounts, influenced pipeline...). A shift from quantity to quality is central to ABM
.

No Target

Key Accounts

Scale
How many accounts?
How big are the deals?
What resources are
available?

Scope
Start with a pilot?
Will this be an intensive,
high-touch approach
for a few accounts?

Strategy
Is this mostly about
growing existing
accounts, winning
new logos or both?

ABM Essentials

Marketing and Sales Alignment is fundamental
Marketing must align its focus with sales, i.e increasing reach and communication with
accounts with highest revenue potential is paramount.
If you only rely on your CRM and email data, reaching enough people in the largest
accounts is a real challenge. This is, however, not a problem with account based
advertising.

Tip: Did you know that in most organizations 80% of the revenue comes from a max. of 20% of the customers?

ABA Essentials

5 STEPS TO KEEP YOUR ABM FOCUSED PRACTICAL AND PROFITABLE
The key challenge for any marketing organization should be about insight, not operations. Integrating an ABM approach is not
easy. Expect to align sales and marketing first, else it will not work. Therefore one of the biggest questions in sales driven
organizations is: how much do you share a customer-centric approach across all teams? Once the fundamentals are agreed, the
next question is about capabilities. Here our top 5 steps to ensure you achieve the most from your ABM efforts.

The Account Based Advertising
essentials

ABA Essentials

We all have a distinct DNA behavioral string
Marketing and Sales can not engage enough people in existing and new accounts as they
usually reach only contacts in their CRM or Marketing Automation Engine. This is a critical
bottleneck that results in longer sales cycles and lost deals. The challenge is therefore for
sales and marketing to have increased visibility, attention and engagement by reaching all
the people that make or influence the major decisions.

A very high level of targeting and personalization is possible thanks to different
technologies. Being able to understand the digital footprint of individuals and
companies as a whole, provides marketing teams with unrivaled possibilities to
reach and engage in digital channels.
There is no single channel that has the answers to all communication possibilities;
there is no right or wrong way here, but you need to know what you can expect
from each approach.

ABA Essentials

COOKIE TARGETING
Cookie-based marketing has traditionally been the name of the game in getting people to
your site. It is fantastic when it works… the problem is it’s dying out.

Here’s what Google has to say about web cookies:

Some Account Based Advertising providers start with a list of individuals at the target
companies. And since they are targeting individuals, not locations, it doesn’t matter if
someone is in the office, on the road or at home. This approach relies on the availability of
3rd party data and has big limitations because of data privacy concerns.
It works relatively well in the US, Canada and UK because of availability of service
providers that can provide such data to advertisers. You may be able to reach your
individuals as part of a big target audience without needing to know their identity.

ABA Essentials

GEO TARGETING
Geo-Targeting refers to the practice of delivering different content or advertisements to
based on geographic locations.
With geo-targeting you can target contacts that sit within a perimeter of a given location.
Imagine that you are running an event. By using mobile geo-targeting you can capture
relevant digital mindshare as they interact with you in the real world. Furthermore, once
the event is over you can use the mobile IDs your ads were served to as an audience that
you can re-target for up to 3 months. Or imagine that you want to target Acme’s HQ but
that there is no dedicated IP address for a given location and cookie based data does not
provide the desired reach. With geo-targeting you can place an online banner aimed
exclusively at the desired targets working at the address of your choice.

ABA Essentials

IP TARGETING
This is the earliest approach used by Account Based Advertising providers when IP data
started to see widespread interest and adoption a few years ago.
IP addresses are used to identify devices that connect to the Internet, same as the
‘sender’ address in a normal postal letter. As an example, when you search something in
Google, the IP address is associated with your question and therefore the search engine
knows exactly the machine it should be returning the answer to!
IP targeted ads deliver content through web publishers. Thanks to IP Based technologies,
companies can target key accounts and close the big deals faster, delivering the right
content with the right frequency. B2B Marketing is therefore no longer limited to visitors to
your website.
Reaching everyone in large organizations like IBM, Ford or Citibank, when you only care
about a very specific audience, can become expensive. Think of it like a billboard outside
an office, everyone working in that location has the potential to see it.

ABA Essentials

SOCIAL MEDIA
Engage and convert prospects from your target accounts while they’re active on Facebook
or LinkedIn. Social Media Advertising complements existing Account-Based Advertising
campaigns and helps you build real-world relationships with your prospects
LinkedIn and Facebook targeting solutions rely on the fact that they can leverage the user
identities across multiple devices. Provided you have the right email opt-ins, you can load
lists of emails to LinkedIn, Facebook and even Google Adwords and create custom
audiences that you can reach to directly with advertising within these platforms.
You can also target directly within the platforms by using their advanced segmentation
( Linkedin ) and behavioral ( Facebook) filters.
This way you can engage and convert more prospects from your key accounts while they
are actively in Social Media Ad Networks, which in the case of Facebook includes over 4
million different media sites and apps.
This approach normally yields very good CTR and is a very good way to complement
existing communication to these audiences that you may already be running via Marketing
Automation Platforms.

ABA Essentials

IP WITH DATA MANAGEMENT PLATFORM (DMP) BEHAVIOURAL
LAYER.
When Account Targeting and Audience Segmentation meet in real time
The combination of Account Based Targeting with IP targeting with a DMP represents a
real revolution. As a data creation engine, the DMP provides advanced real-time audience
segmentation as it enables advertisers to connect with audiences across its roster of
premium publishers. Better audience intelligence and the ability to act upon that
intelligence means enhanced campaign performance and efficiency.

ABA Essentials

IP WITH DATA MANAGEMENT PLATFORM (DMP) BEHAVIOURAL
LAYER.
When Account Targeting and Audience Segmentation meet in real time
Unlike traditional IP targeting that bases the ‘persona’ targeting in the ‘media packages’
ie. if I publish the ads in the Financial Times, then I’ll target the Finance department, the
DMP allows ‘persona’ based targeting.
This is a combination of cookie based data demographics and behavioural, hence the
content is presented only to the right individuals irrespective of the media they may be
checking – DMP’s stream processing engine continually responds to changes in
behaviour patterns inferred from anonymous data points to reach better decisions more
quickly.
Using predictive modelling algorithms, machine learning and advanced semantic
technology, DMP’s can automatically determine what audiences to create, in which context
and in what order to target, to optimally meet the needs of each campaign.

Known Challenges of Account
Based Advertising AdTech

ABA Challenges

COOKIE TARGETING
Privacy laws ( GDPR), mobile targeting and multi-device usage result in cookie targeting not
working that well and the future is far from being promising. If you therefore need a global
solution for your ABM, make sure you validate regional coverage if cookies are involved.
Some facts to consider here:
•

Over 66% of mobile devices don’t accept cookies, meaning you’re already missing out on
tons of mobile users (1)

•

The lifetimes of 3rd party cookies usually range from either less than a day to an average
of two weeks (2). In practical terms this means that not only you have short lifespan but
when cookies are moved across platforms match rates are very low, leaving tons of
potentially interesting audiences unattended.

•

In many markets ( eg. Europe ) , you need to have explicit consent from the end-user
before you can put any cookie in place.

•

If your audience is on Safari, hen simply forget about them. Normal cookie lifespan is one
session (3)

•

Cookie targeting is deterministic, i.e you can only target someone if you have an
identifiable cookie on a device that the person uses. This on itself is a very strong limiting
factor.

(1)

https://neilpatel.com/blog/cookie-based-advertising-wont-work/

(2)

https://insider.integralads.com/life-third-party-cookie/

(3)

https://adage.com/article/digital/apple-s-itp-2-starting-a-huge-impact-advertisers/315476/

ABA Challenges

GEO TARGETING
Geo-Targeting does work provided you do not care much about spill-over into non-relevant
users.
Geo-targeting relies on the position of a device connecting to a mobile network. As such,
if you target an account in a highly populated urban area or in a big building where your
target account shares location with other companies, you may be reaching just too many
people outside your target audience.
Geo-targeting reaches mobile devices – which can be a limiting factor if your audience
does not browse on their mobiles while being in the workplace.

ABA Challenges

SOCIAL MEDIA
By definition, social media profiles are built at contact level and each platform has different
challenges, namely:
Facebook: Whereas you can go along way in retargeting audiences with a FB pixel and
the segmentation capabilities are nice, FB is not the ideal place to start with if you have a
well defined list of Named Accounts to target as chances are that you’ll be targeting people
from different organizations as part of the same campaign.
LinkedIn: The main challenges to be found here have to do with a combination of high CPM
( amongst the highest in market ) and low reach. Whereas Linkedin boasts the number of
registered users, the reality is that most people do not connect on a regular basis. LinkedIn
doesn't officially report number of active users since its acquisition by Microsoft so,
hypothetically, you only need to consider the possibility that its monthly active users may
have decreased since their acquisition or are not simply as good as they ought to be. The
implication when using it as advertising platform is that you can only reach a small
proportion of the target audience.

ABA Challenges

IP TARGETING
The process that associates IP addresses to organizations relies on a number of steps that
are far from being trivial.
Do not trust vendors that work solely from 3rd party data sources as Publicly available
Regional Internet Registry data (RIR) lacks the sophistication that can deliver true
activation insights, largely due to the mismatch between the purpose of the RIR and the
use of IP data for advertising purposes.
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ABA Challenges

IP TARGETING
The process that associates IP addresses to organizations relies on a number of step that
are far from being trivial.
There are companies that use a single global IP address. Whereas this can be great news
if you target single-location based companies, if you want to reach an organization that sits
in more than one location, this will not be very helpful. Not only that, if you target large
corporations you can be certain that your ads will probably not reach the individuals you
want to engage.
IP addresses do not correlate at all with geographical coordinates. If you ever thought this
could be a work around, unfortunately the answer is no.

ABA Challenges

IP WITH DATA MANAGEMENT PLATFORM (DMP) BEHAVIOURAL
LAYER
This is the most robust solution to effectively run Account Based Advertising. However,
because of the complexity of the underlying platform, this works best if provided as a
Managed Service. If your audience is more transactional, a simpler solution could be just
as good.
The main challenge with this approach will very often come from the level of media
inventory available once all targeting parameters are in place (1)

IP based

Selection based upon technical ID

Cookie based

Selection based upon cookie behavior

Recognition of IP no/range

Cookie match/sync with behavior selection

Relevant B2B inventory 100%

Relevant B2B inventory 100%

Targeting limits inventory to 0,1% and max. 2-3%

(1)

IP + DMP based

Targeting limits inventory to 5% and 20%

Source www.accountbase.com

Relevant B2B inventory 100%

Targeting limits inventory to 0% and max 1%

Become an Account Based
Advertising Specialist

ABA Specialist Checklist

While there never seems to be enough time to perform an adequate vendor evaluation
process, any time spent qualifying your short-list of suppliers will save effort and budget down
the road as not all solutions have the same features. Making the right choice doesn’t have to
be daunting and comparing different platforms is easy when you know exactly which features
to look for. The following checklist can be used as reference during the evaluation process,
to use both a guide and as a scorecard.
•

Main Focus – ABM Reporting vs. ABM Activation

Try understanding what is the real value form the solution you are being provided. A very important element
in any ABM program is the overall reporting capabilities of different touchpoints and this is exactly what many
solutions will provide as their main value proposition: a strong technology ecosystem that connects with other
martech platforms ( SFDC, Marketo, Eloqua) and gives you an overall report of account level engagement.

•

Ownership: Private or Public

Many of the technology platforms in the ABM space are VC funded. They focus on building a nice and lean
technology stack and their marketing is very active as they need to grow as quickly as possible. It is not easy
to see their value beyond the hype as these are young technology companies without much of a success
track to lean on, hoping they can turn into a next unicorn.
Other solutions come from the big media companies, who have already proven their ability to deliver in a fully
digital world. As they are publicly listed, they have to be more transparent. Less agile than start-ups, they
have arrived later to this B2B niche.

• Advertising Technology
Technology start-ups with display advertising capabilities work with off-the-shelve integrations with major
DSPs. It does the trick if you do not care much about brand protection, building or validating the media sites
you are appearing, the quality of the inventory, 3rd. party IAB validation… In short, they have very little
control over the advertising ecosystem. On the other hand, big media players can offer all their expertise in
the management of the entire communication chain, making sure that the targeting is correct and the media
inventory is controlled. They have access to more publications and can control the back-end of some of the
technology players involved. If you care about brand safety, this is a must.

ABA Specialist Checklist

•

Reaching the right target audience.

Most research indicates that B2B decision makers go 60% of their digital journey before they want to talk to
a potential supplier. Add to this, that in companies with more than 1,000 employees there are 34 persons
involved in the decision making (source: Gallup). That is why the ability to provide hyper-targeting becomes
critical to your Account Based Advertising strategy. You have to challenge your ABM supplier on whether
they provide hyper-targeting, and if the answer is yes, you need to ask how they do it.

•

Global Reach vs Local Focus

Are you looking for a solution that only operates regionally ( US for example) or do you have global accounts
to target ? If your ABM vendor provides targeting capabilities based on cookie data, chances are that it will
be limited to the US and some secondary markets overseas. Be aware that cookie-based targeting will give
you only the reach available within the data lakes that vendors can tap their fingers on. Browsers such as
Safari will make their lives more difficult as, for an example, cookies on this browser only have a session
lifetime.
Global solutions normally operate with a combination of highly sophisticated IP targeting and cookie-based
approaches, which makes them a better overall fit.

• Pre-targeting to Re-targeting?
If all your key decision makers are already coming to your website, you can simply go on re-targeting them. A
simple Facebook pixel can take you a long and inexpensive way. If, however, you first need to build relevant
traffic and take them to your content, do make sure the vendors explain how they are planning to target
people that have never been around your site and for whom you have no first-party data to offer.

• Delivery Model
SaaS applications are great if you are looking for a self-service solution and you have a real hand-on team
that want to invest in them. It may cost your money learning the pitfalls of what you should have done
differently. Normally the commitment is for a 12-month period so better be sure you can get your RoI upfront.
The alternative is ABM as a managed service. The vendor takes care of the account activation, choosing the
right media inventory, setting up the targeting parameters and reporting suggested campaign improvements.
You pay on a per-project basis which tends to be minimum of 4 to 6 months and you are not stuck with a
reporting platform for 12 months or more.

ABM Conclusion

Understand the purpose

"ABM is all about Revenue and Account Lifetime Value”
Remaining competitive means constantly iterating and improving all elements of your go-to-market strategy. If you do not focus
on Account Based Advertising yet, you are certainly leaving money on the table. With ABM you’ll focus your marketing budget
at the accounts with more chance of delivering revenue.
Your marketing messages can cut through the noise and you’ll be able to secure more deals that otherwise would have been
lost because of lack of resources to engage and communicate with key stakeholders. Done correctly, ABM can build long
lasting connections with real people at your key accounts. If you still think you are not ready, it is time to change your mind.
ABM is a new process that has no way back, the sooner you start, the earlier you’ll reap the benefits: increased deal velocity
and volume, shorter sales cycles, increased alignment between marketing and sales.

ABOUT THE DIGITAL EFFECT
Long before ABM was a buzzword, The Digital Effect (TDE) has been delivering precision account and audience targeting.
Founded by industry leaders from the advertising & IT industries, TDE offers the world’s leading Account Based Advertising
Platform with Global Reach (ie, not limited by cookies) on IP targeting on top of the world’s leading DSP and DMPs. We have also
developed leading Social ABM solutions to help you bridge the last-mile conversions into an actual Sales conversation.
TDE has offices in UK, Denmark, France, The Netherlands and South Africa.
For more information on ABM, or to discuss how TDE can transform your digital demand generation through Programmatic B2B
and Social, please get in touch:
via email on marketing@thedigitaleffect.com
by giving us a call on +44 208 0894474
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